
How to Achieve Agile Project Delivery for
Large Infrastructure Projects: A Game-
Changing Approach
Large infrastructure projects have always been known for their complex and time-
consuming nature. Traditional project management methodologies have often
struggled to effectively manage these projects, resulting in delays, budget
overruns, and unsatisfied stakeholders. However, in recent years, the adoption of
agile practices has gained traction, offering a promising way forward for delivering
large infrastructure projects more efficiently and effectively.

Agile project delivery, originally developed for software development, has proven
its worth in increasing flexibility, adaptability, and collaboration. By embracing
agile principles and tailoring them to the unique challenges of large infrastructure
projects, organizations can transform their project management approach and
achieve better outcomes.

The Benefits of Agile Project Delivery for Large Infrastructure
Projects

1. Increased Flexibility: One of the main advantages of agile project delivery is its
ability to adapt to changing requirements and priorities. Large infrastructure
projects often face evolving stakeholder demands, regulatory changes, and
unexpected discoveries during construction. Agile methodologies, such as Scrum
or Kanban, offer a framework to regularly reassess and reprioritize tasks, allowing
teams to seamlessly respond to such changes.
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2. Enhanced Collaboration: Traditional project management methodologies often
suffer from siloed teams and limited communication channels. Agile project
delivery emphasizes frequent collaboration and teamwork. By promoting daily
stand-up meetings, sprint planning sessions, and continuous integration, agile
methodologies foster a collaborative environment where interdisciplinary teams
work together to achieve project goals.

3. Continuous Improvement: Large infrastructure projects can benefit from
embracing the iterative nature of agile project delivery. Agile encourages frequent
feedback loops, allowing teams to fine-tune their processes, identify bottlenecks,
and make incremental improvements. This iterative approach enables project
teams to learn from their mistakes, constantly refine their methods, and ultimately
deliver a higher quality end product.

4. Increased Stakeholder Engagement: Stakeholder involvement is crucial for the
success of any large infrastructure project. Agile methodologies enable regular
stakeholder engagement, ensuring their needs and feedback are actively
incorporated into the project’s progression. By involving stakeholders from the
early stages, project teams can mitigate risks, manage expectations, and deliver
outcomes that meet or exceed stakeholder expectations.
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Making Agile Work for Large Infrastructure Projects

Get exclusive tips for agile project delivery in your inbox:
Enter your email address  Subscribe

Implementing agile project delivery for large infrastructure projects requires a shift
in mindset and practices. Here is a step-by-step guide to help you make agile
work:

1. Build a Culture of Collaboration: Agile project delivery thrives in a culture that
values collaboration and open communication. Foster a collaborative
environment by breaking down silos, encouraging knowledge sharing, and
promoting cross-functional teams.

2. Incorporate Agile Practices: Adapt popular agile practices, such as Scrum or
Kanban, specifically for large infrastructure projects. Align project deliverables
into manageable phases or sprints, and establish regular ceremonies to assess
progress, identify obstacles, and plan next steps.

3. Empower the Team: Agile project delivery empowers teams to self-organize
and make decisions collectively. Provide teams with the necessary autonomy and
resources to accomplish their tasks, ensuring they have the right skill mix and
support to tackle the project’s challenges.

4. Embrace Technological Advancements: Leverage technology to enhance
collaboration and efficiency. Project management tools, communication platforms,
and real-time data analytics can significantly support agile project delivery for
large infrastructure projects.
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Case Study: Agile Success in Large Infrastructure Projects

Implementing agile project delivery has shown remarkable success in various
large infrastructure projects around the world. Let’s take a look at one such case
study:

Tunnel Construction Project in City X

City X faced a complex challenge of constructing a massive tunnel system to
alleviate traffic congestion. Adopting an agile approach, the project team
implemented Scrum methodologies to tackle the project head-on.

The team established cross-functional squads, including engineers, architects,
and construction experts, to work collaboratively and address specific aspects of
the project. They embraced daily stand-up meetings, sprint planning sessions,
and frequent retrospectives to ensure continuous improvement.

Involving stakeholders from early on allowed the team to incorporate their
requirements and preferences effectively. Feedback loops were established,
enabling regular engagement and ensuring timely adjustments.

The project was completed ahead of schedule, saving significant costs and
minimizing disruptions to the city's traffic flow. The successful adoption of agile
project delivery not only delivered a top-quality tunnel system but also built a
model for future large-scale infrastructure projects in City X.

The Future is Agile

Embracing agile project delivery for large infrastructure projects is paramount for
organizations that want to thrive in an ever-changing landscape. The benefits of



increased flexibility, collaboration, continuous improvement, and stakeholder
engagement are vital for successful project outcomes.

By implementing agile practices, tailoring them to the specific needs of large
infrastructure projects, and fostering a culture of collaboration and continuous
improvement, organizations can revolutionize the way they deliver these complex
projects.

Are you ready to take the leap into agile project delivery? Stay up to date with the
latest trends and tips in agile project management by subscribing to our
newsletter.
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This E-Book looks at how Agile frameworks can help Project Managers follow an
iterative development approach to planning and delivery on large programs of
work that is not software related using practices from Lean, ITIL and the
Institution of Civil Engineers' (ICE) Project 13.
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Following on from our webinar for the Project Management Institute (PMI) on
Agile Project delivery, DADA have released an E-Book so you too can also move
towards Agile practices in planning and delivery in your projects. We look at
Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) Agile framework from a project, program, and
portfolio delivery point of view, to provide Agility for large infrastructure projects.
See how best practices can still be adopted under your existing project
governance, using hybrid portfolios including both Waterfall and Agile delivery
reporting.

Now you too can also move towards Agile practices in planning and delivery in
your projects. See how we can develop a Continuous Delivery Pipeline (CDP) to
End User to get direct user feedback and validated learning to get a higher-
quality product.

WHY READ THIS REPORT?
 Most infrastructure projects are still delivered via linear Waterfall approach of
design, build, test and commission, e.g. FEED (Front-End Engineering Design)
This E-Book looks at how Agile frameworks can help Project Managers follow
an iterative development approach to planning and delivery
Agile delivery can help traditional project methods by measuring benefits and
value incrementally and allowing self-managing teams to get variations and risk
draw-down approved locally
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